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Abstract. Sprites, blue jets, blue starters, and elves are recently docu-
mented optical evidence of previously unknown forms of upward electrical
energy transport across the stratopause. These energetic processes have not
been incorporated into most models or descriptions of middle- and upper-
atmospheric dynamics, in part because the details of the processes themselves
are still poorly understood. The earliest (1995) ground based red spectral ob-
servations of neutral molecular nitrogen emissions from sprites indicate a low
energy phenomena compared to the neutral and ionized emissions observed in
lightning or aurora. However, recent sprite observations of ionized molecular
nitrogen emissions indicate the presence of higher energy processes. In 1998,
the EXL98 aircraft campaign characterized the blue emissions of sprites, blue
jets, and elves. Aircraft measurements include filtered images, at 427.8 nm
(N+

2 (1NG)) and 340.7 nm (N2(2PG)), as well as NUV/blue spectral obser-
vations between 320-460 nm, while ground based time-resolved photometric
measurements were also made in this wavelength range. We discuss the
filtered and spectral NUV observations in conjunction with earlier red (640-
920 nm) spectral and filtered photometer observations. The identification
of ionized nitrogen emissions requires processes with electron energies of at
least 18.6 eV to produce these emissions, assuming excitation is directly from
the N2 ground state. This paper provides middle- and upper-atmospheric
scientists an introduction to these recently discovered phenomena and the
current best estimates of the energetic contributions of these phenomena to
the atmosphere above the tropopause.

1. Introduction

A serendipitous video observation of what was then
called a “cloud-to-stratosphere discharge” [Franz et al.,
1990] provided the first recorded image of optical emis-

1Now at Los Alamos National Labs.

sions in the middle- and upper-atmosphere associated
with thunderstorms, and launched a rapidly evolving
field of both observational [Sentman, 1998; Rodger,
1999] and theoretical efforts [reviewed in Rowland,
1998]. Since then a number of phenomena have been
discovered, which are now called sprites, blue jets and
blue starters, and elves. The common sources of energy
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driving these processes in the stratosphere and meso-
sphere are tropospheric thunderstorms and lightning.
The electric field generated by these storms heats am-
bient electrons which result in electron impact excita-
tion of the ambient N2 leading to the observed optical
emissions. Thus, these emissions are evidence of rapid
transmissions of electromagnetic energy from the tropo-
sphere, across the stratopause, to altitudes as high as
the lower thermosphere/ionosphere. In this paper, we
discuss optical and temporal characteristics of sprites,
blue jets and starters, and elves. Our primary focus
will be on the most recent observations to provide in-
sight into the energetics of these events. Modeling ef-
forts will also be discussed with regard to energy impli-
cations. Although there are numerous issues remaining
to be resolved prior to including sprites in our global un-
derstanding of the middle- and upper-atmosphere, this
paper provides atmospheric scientists information nec-
essary to consider possible mesospheric effects of these
newly discovered phenomenon.

The optical energy (between 395-700 nm) radiated
by a sprite has been estimated to be 12-60 kJ per event
[Sentman et al., 1995b]. The radiated optical energy
represents only a small fraction of the total energy de-
posited in the middle- and upper-atmosphere. This en-
ergy was calculated by convolving spectral observations
with the camera response. Based on these values of
radiated energy and a number of assumptions about
the kinetic processes which affect the emissions in this
wavelength range, estimates of the total energy deposi-
tion into O2 and N2 (vibrational and electronic states),
range from ∼250 MJ to ∼1 GJ per event.

The energy per sprite is calculated as follows: Stel-
lar calibrations were used to determine absolute pho-
ton flux measurements of sprites in the UAF 1994 mea-
surements, yielding total optical energies of ∼50 kJ per
sprite. The 1994 observations were based on color cam-
era measurements with response between 395-700 nm.
The observed emissions are primarily from the N2(1PG)
group. Based on the vibrational distributions deter-
mined by the spectral fitting presented in Section ??
and the camera response convolved with the N2(1PG)
emissions, only ∼5% of the N2(1PG) emissions are de-
tected by the color camera. Matching the observed pho-
ton flux in the image of the sprite to the observed spec-
trum yields a photon spectrum of the sprite. The color
camera photon calibration assumed all emissions were
centered at the peak response of the red channel, or
650 nm.

This energy flux is used to calculate the total en-
ergy deposited in molecular nitrogen and oxygen as fol-

lows. Geometrical integration of the stellar calibrations
yields a total flux 1.81x1023 photons per sprite. Be-
cause only 5% of the photons emitted from radiating
N2(B

3Πg) molecules are in the color camera bandpass,
there are 3.62x1024 radiating N2(B

3Πg) molecules. As-
suming that half of the B3Πg state N2 molecules which
are excited via electron impact are quenched, the total
N2(B

3Πg) population is 7.24x1024. For 1 eV excitation
energy, the ratio of all N2 electronically excited states
to B3Πg electronic state excitation is 3.45 [Slinker and
Ali, 1982]. This gives 2.5x1025 total N2 electronically
excited molecules. Assuming that the upper states all
cascade down to the N2(A

3Σ+
u ) state, each molecule

has energy ∼6.5 eV. Therefore the total energy stored
in electronic excitation is ∼26 MJ.

Energy is also distributed amongst vibrationally ex-
cited states within the electronic states, so we calculate
the vibrational energy similarly. From above, there are
3.62x1024 N2(B

3Πg) molecules. The ratio of N2 vibra-
tionally excited states to the N2(B

3Πg) state is 2674
[Slinker and Ali, 1982], so the total number of vibra-
tionally excited N2 states is 1.94x1028. Assuming the
average vibrational energy is 0.3 eV, there is ∼930 MJ
of energy in the vibrationally excited N2 states. Com-
bining the vibrational and electronic energy calculated
above, we find ∼950 MJ deposited in molecular nitro-
gen by a sprite whose optical energy is 50 kJ. Assuming
similar excitation in O2, scale by the relative densities of
N2 and O2 for a total energy deposition of 1.2 GJ per
sprite in the middle- and upper-atmosphere. Consid-
erations of molecular nitrogen energy transfer processes
may decrease the above calculation of energy deposition
by a factor of four. For comparison, recent calculations
of the available energy in a sprite, made using electro-
static field magnitude considerations finds 1-10 MJ.

One of the major goals of current research is to re-
duce the broad range of these estimates by way of more
accurate observation. A second measure of the ener-
getics is the determination of the distribution of en-
ergy required to produce the observed emissions, that
is, what is the energy associated with the processes oc-
curring in the middle atmosphere which cause the opti-
cal emissions? We present evidence of ionized emissions
from N+

2 which have an energy threshold of 18.6 eV as-
suming excitation is occurring directly from the ground
electronic state of N2.

Molecular nitrogen (N2) is the major constituent
(∼80%) of the atmosphere in the region (20-90 km,
or ∼10 pressure scale heights) where blue jets, blue
starters, sprites, and elves occur. N2 is a spectroscopi-
cally rich molecule with many excited electronic states
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which produce significant emission. These provide a
good diagnostic for studying the energetic processes oc-
curring in sprites, blue jets, elves, in a similar manner
as has been done with airglow and aurora. The primary
optical emission of sprites is from the molecular nitro-
gen first positive group (N2(1PG)) [Mende et al., 1995;
Hampton et al., 1996].

The optical emissions observed in sprites, blue jets,
and elves are caused by collisions of energetic (heated)
electrons with neutrals. These emissions are similar
to those observed in the aurora [Vallance Jones, 1974]
and are discussed in detail in the following sections. A
fundamental difference between auroral and sprite ob-
servations involves the altitude where these emissions
are produced. At lower altitudes, where sprites are
produced, quenching plays an important role in un-
derstanding the observed emissions. The energies of
the various N2 electronic states are used in conjunction
with the observed emissions to determine the energet-
ics of processes associated with sprites, blue jets/blue
starters, and elves. State energies are often charac-
terized in terms of monoenergetic electrons as can be
measured in the laboratory while physical processes in
nature generally have a more complex energy distribu-
tion. Modeling and analysis efforts typically describe
an electron distribution similar to a Boltzmann distri-
bution with characteristic energy of ∼1 eV but modified
to also have an additional ‘high’ energy tail (a Dru-
vysteyn distribution has been suggested by Green et al.

[1996]).

2. Phenomenology

Since initial documentation in 1989, three types of
phenomena occurring above thunderstorms have been
documented: sprites, blue jets, and elves, as illustrated
in Figure 1. Also shown in this figure are typical ver-Figure 1
tical temperature and electron density profiles which
provide context for the three types of phenomena. Two
characteristics separating the phenomena into these
three groups are duration and altitude. Sprites span
the altitude between ∼40-95 km and last ∼10-100 ms.
Elves, while not currently triangulated for accurate al-
titude determination, are estimated to occur between
75-95 km altitudes, lasting less than 1 ms. Blue jets
appear from cloud tops (∼20 km) and propagate up-
wards in the shape of an expanding cone to altitudes of
∼40 km, over a period of ∼200-300 ms. Blue starters
appear to propagate upward from storm tops, and are
similar to jets. However, at altitudes of ∼25 km or
less, the starters extinguish rather than propagating to

40 km as with a blue jet.

Lightning discharges are classified into four types,
based on direction of propagation (cloud-to-ground or
ground-to-cloud) and the net charge removed (positive
or negative) [Berger, 1978]. Negative cloud-to-ground
discharges remove negative charge from the thunder-
storm to ground and constitute approximately 90% of
lightning activity. Positive cloud-to-ground discharges
constitute almost all the remainder of lightning activity
(positive and negative ground-to-cloud discharges are
rare, occurring from tall human structures or moun-
tains). Positive cloud-to-ground discharges often occur
away from the most electrically active convective cores
of thunderstorms, and generally occur during the later
stages of large thunderstorms. Sprites generally occur
in association with large positive cloud-to-ground (CG)
lightning rather than over the more electrically active
convective core [Boccippio et al., 1995].

Great progress has been made in the theoretical un-
derstanding of sprites, elves, blue jets and blue starters
since the first video recordings. These phenomena can
be classified by the source of the electric fields that
generate them. Experimentally sprites and elves are
clearly associated with lightning discharges, which can
be detected by instruments on the ground (e.g., the
National Lightning Detection Network - NLDN). Jets
and starters are the least understood of the phenomena,
don’t appear to be associated with detectable lightning,
and may be associated directly with breakdown near
charge centers in the storm (similar to normal light-
ning). In a thunderstorm, electrical charges are accu-
mulated in a number of charge centers by a slow process,
typically minutes or 10’s of minutes [MacGorman and
Rust, 1998]. A lightning discharge is a rapid rearrange-
ment of these charges and consequently intense elec-
tric fields are generated. These fields have two primary
sources, one electromagnetic and one electrostatic.

The current change (di/dt) in a lightning stroke ra-
diates a large electromagnetic pulse (EMP). The EMP
fields propagate upward, with amplitude decreasing in-
versely with distance 1/r (like the far field of an an-
tenna) until reaching the bottom of the ionosphere.
These fields are not large enough to cause breakdown
in the atmosphere at low altitudes, but the atmospheric
density and, thus, the field required for breakdown de-
creases exponentially with altitude (the scale height in
the middle atmosphere is ∼7 km). The theoretical stud-
ies discussed below (originating with work by Inan et al.

[1991]) show that breakdown from the EMP field will
occur in the region between the bottom of the iono-
sphere at about 95 km and about 75 km, consistent
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with some of the larger current changes associated with
lightning. The EMP fields are associated with the gen-
eration of elves. The 100 µs duration of elves is close to
the 10-100 µs duration of the high current portions of
typical lightning strokes. Elves also have a large hori-
zontal extent (100’s of km) matching expectations from
the 1/r drop in field strength.

Sprites are associated with the Quasi-Electrostatic
(QE) fields of lightning, as first suggested by Wilson
[1925]. Their sources are the electrostatic fields from
the charges in thundercloud. A lightning stroke rapidly
removes charge from the thunderstorm, resulting in a
rapid change in the charge configuration of the storm
giving rise to an electrostatic field. These ‘near-fields’
fall-off as r−3 from the source (the dipole made up of
cloud charge and ground image) and have an amplitude
proportional to the charge moment (Q× L). If the up-
per atmosphere were not conducting, only a change in
the electrostatic field level that is delayed by the speed
of light propagation time would be observed. However,
in the stratified conducting atmosphere the behavior is
more complex. Free charge carriers in the atmosphere
respond to the new electrostatic field configuration and
‘shield-out’ the field. This process can be accomplished
on approximately the local relaxation time scale (σ/ε0)
which is 10’s of ms at 80 km and a few seconds at 40 km
altitude. Because of the very different time scales for
cloud charging (minutes), electrical relaxation (millisec-
onds to seconds) and lightning discharge (microseconds
to milliseconds) the QE fields in the upper atmosphere
have a rapid onset followed by a decay to a lower level.
The field from the original cloud charge configuration
does not significantly penetrate to high altitudes be-
cause a shielding charge configuration has developed
during the slow thunderstorm charge buildup. A light-
ning stroke changes the electrostatic field of the thun-
derstorm. The initial amplitude of the QE field is es-
sentially the same as the electrostatic field change ex-
pected in a non-conducting atmosphere since the atmo-
sphere does not have time to relax. The typical lifetime
of sprites (10’s of milliseconds) corresponds well with
the relaxation time at higher altitudes 60-90 km. Posi-
tive cloud-to-ground lightning flashes tend to neutralize
greater charge from higher altitudes than other types of
lighting, partially explaining the strong correlation be-
tween sprites and positive flashes.

2.1. Sprites

Anecdotal reports of flashes above thunderstorms
from ground based observers and airplane pilots date
back to the late 19th century [Vaughan and Vonnegut,

1989, and references therein]. Early considerations
of thunderstorm effects on the middle atmosphere in-
cluded breakdown ionization [Wilson, 1925]. The first
recorded observation of non-lightning optical emissions
associated with thunderstorm activity was made on
July 6, 1989 with an intensified low light level camera
being calibrated for a sounding rocket campaign [Franz
et al., 1990; Winckler, 1995]. This initial evidence led to
several large campaigns to characterize sprites, many of
these were centered around the Yucca Ridge Field Sta-
tion in Colorado [Lyons, 1995, 1996] and aircraft flights
over the central plains of the United States [Sentman
et al., 1995b; Wescott et al., 1995].

The brightest features of sprites (the ‘body’) occur
at ∼70 km altitude. Often bright ‘branches’ diverge
upward from the ‘body’ of the sprite. Further, there is
usually also ‘hair’ topping the sprite, with no presently
resolvable structure, and ‘tendrils’ extend to regions
below the ‘body’ of the sprite. The upper and lower
extremes in altitude have been triangulated to extend
above 95 km and below 40 km [Sentman et al., 1995b;
Wescott et al., 1998b]. The horizontal extent of a sprite
event can be as large as 50 km, but there is a great
deal of both vertical and horizontal structure in sprites
[Moudry et al., 1998]. Recently, a telescope/imaging
system recorded filament-like structures only several
tens of meters wide (the resolution of the imaging sys-
tem) in the ‘body’ of sprites [?]. In general, as the re-
solving capabilities of sprite observing instrumentation
has increased, further structure has been found indicat-
ing sprites are highly structured on a fine scale rather
than simply a diffuse glow.

Intensified imaging systems used for sprite, jet, and
elves observations have primarily been standard tele-
vision video rate systems (providing 17 ms resolution
from interlaced fields). One of the first optical obser-
vations of sprites was made in 1993 using photometers
(with 100 µs resolution) in a comparative study of op-
tical and Very Low Frequency (VLF) electric field ob-
servations [Winckler et al., 1996]. In 1995, observations
of sprites and elves using a 4 channel 15 µs resolution
photometer were made by Fukunishi et al. [1996]. The
photometers were occasionally run with a red-pass fil-
ter (passing light with wavelength greater 650 nm). One
channel in this study was operated with a wide field of
view, while three channels were positioned in a verti-
cal array. This study determined that sprites gener-
ally begin at ∼70 km and then propagate both upward
and downward. Sprites were also observed to start with
predominantly blue emissions (lasting less than 100 µs)
followed by a much longer red emission from sprites
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[Takahashi et al., 1995]. Photometers filtered for spe-
cific N2 groups operated at 1.3 ms time resolution were
used to make measurements in 1995-1998 [Armstrong
et al., 1998] and are discussed further in the energetics
section. In 1996, a blue filtered imager made observa-
tions in conjunction with a 50 µs resolution blue filtered
photometer [Suszcynsky et al., 1998]. The photometer
observations and high speed imager observations (with
1 ms resolution) Stanley et al. [1999] show that sprites
develop and evolve at sub-millisecond time scales. All
the spectral observations discussed later in this paper
are made using video imaging systems (17 ms resolu-
tion) and therefore average over much of the temporal
evolution of sprites.

2.2. Blue Jets and Blue Starters

On July 1, 1994 University of Alaska scientists aboard
aircraft were observing a thunderstorm over Arkansas
as part of a three week sprite campaign. Because of
the storm/aircraft geometry (the cameras were viewing
away from the sunset), the observations began about
one hour earlier than most other nights. Fifty-nine
examples of luminous columns of light propagating up
from the storm tops were recorded during a 22 minute
period. At the time of observation, these new phenom-
ena were obviously different from sprites in two ways:
(1) the propagation speed was such that the upward
motion was easily apparent at video rates and (2) the
emissions were blue, as observed by an intensified color
camera. Due to the upward motion and the color of
the phenomena, they were given the name blue jets.
Triangulation analysis of 34 blue jets observed simul-
taneously by both aircraft found an upper altitude of
37.2± 5.3 km and an upward velocity of 112± 24 km/s
[Wescott et al., 1995]. The blue jets do not occur in
association with either positive or negative cloud-to-
ground lightning as reported by the National Lightning
Detection Network. The blue jets do occur over regions
of storms actively producing negative cloud-to-ground
discharges and heavy hail activity, but the jets are not
temporally coincident with a single discharge.

A similar phenomena, blue starters, propagate up
from the top of the thunderstorm [Wescott et al., 1996].
However, starters terminate at an average altitude of
∼25.5 km and have a velocity range of 27-153 km/s.
Intensified color camera observations record starters as
the same color as blue jets. Thirty starters were ob-
served in the same region of the storm as the blue jets,
during the same 22 minute interval. On several other
nights starters were observed over the active convective
core of storms (but no blue jets were recorded). Blue

starters were also observed during the EXL98 mission
(described in the Energetics section). The starters were
observed in blue filtered images and also in the near
infrared. The implications of these observations will be
discussed below.

2.3. Elves

A third phenomena observed above thunderstorms
are elves (Emissions of Light and VLF perturbations
due to EMP Sources [Fukunishi et al., 1995]), very brief
(less than 1 ms) red emissions at the bottom of the iono-
sphere (at the upper altitudes of sprites). Optical “air-
glow enhancements” associated with lightning were first
reported based on shuttle observations [Boeck et al.,
1992] and possibly from sounding rockets [Li et al.,
1991]. The phenomena were named elves after further
documentation [Lyons and Nelson, 1995; Desroschers
et al., 1995] and photometer observations determined
the brief (∼1 ms) lifetime of elves [Fukunishi et al.,
1996]. Strong Joule heating of the base of the iono-
sphere by tropospheric lightning EMP was predicted
earlier [Inan et al., 1991], and the possibility of opti-
cal emissions were first investigated by Taranenko et al.

[1993b] stimulated by the observations of lightning asso-
ciated airglow enhancements by Boeck et al. [1992]. The
simple model for elves is the interaction between the
(spherically expanding) EMP from a cloud-to-ground
lightning discharge and the (planar) lower ionosphere
[Inan et al., 1996b]. The radially expanding disc (in-
tersection of the expanding sphere and plane) was mea-
sured using a “fly’s-eye” array of seventeen photometers
operating at 40 kHz [Inan et al., 1997].

Elves occur above thunderstorms, both in conjunc-
tion with sprites and alone. Elves observed in the in-
tensified color camera are red, and spectral observa-
tions of elves identify the main emissions to be N2(1PG)
[Heavner, 2000]. Filtered observations of N2(1PG)
emission confirm the identification of elves emissions
(personal communications, Mike Taylor). To date, tri-
angulation analysis of elves has not been performed.
Single station analysis using National Lightning Detec-
tion Network lightning location estimates the altitude of
elves between 75-95 km, the typical vertical thickness is
several km, and the horizontal extent as much as 530 km
[Dial and Taylor, 1999]. Elves are observed above both
positive and negative CG lightning [Barrington-Leigh
and Inan, 1999].
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3. Energetics

Color camera observations of sprites and blue jets
from 1994 provided the first information about the en-
ergy processes producing middle atmospheric optical
emissions [Sentman et al., 1995b; Wescott et al., 1995].
The optical signature from sprites appeared primar-
ily in the red channel of the color camera with some
blue emissions from the lower portions of sprites. Blue
jets appear solely in the blue channel. Spectrographic
observations of sprites in 1995 identified the brightest
red emissions as the molecular nitrogen first positive
group (N2(1PG)) [Mende et al., 1995; Hampton et al.,
1996]. Ground based blue filtered photometer observa-
tions and blue and red filtered observations were made
in the summers of 1996, 1997, and 1998 to understand
the blue emissions of sprites [Armstrong et al., 1998;
Suszcynsky et al., 1998]. Most observations of opti-
cal emissions above thunderstorms are made at low
slant angles (10◦ or less), so severe Rayleigh scatter-
ing is present and atmospheric transmission in the blue
is poor (c.f. Section 2 of Morrill et al. [1998]). The
EXL98 (Energetics of Upper Atmospheric Excitation
by Lightning, 1998) campaign was designed specifically
to study microphysical energy processes of sprites, blue
jets, and elves. EXL98 [Sentman et al., 1998] was cen-
tered on a series of aircraft flights during July 1998
with several intensified cameras. These cameras cov-
ered wavelengths from the near-UV (320 nm) to the
near-IR (>1500 nm) and provided a unique opportu-
nity to study the energetics of these phenomena. One
reason for the use of aircraft in 1998 was to get above
the dense atmosphere to facilitate blue observations.

3.1. Energetics of Sprites–Observations

Ground based red spectral observations of sprites
were made during the northern hemisphere summers
of 1995 and 1996. The first measured optical spec-
trum of a sprite was obtained June 21, 1995 from the
Mt. Evans observatory in Colorado [Hampton et al.,
1996]. The 1995 red spectral observations character-
ized sprite emissions between 550-850 nm, document-
ing that the primary optical emissions from sprites is
N2(1PG) [Mende et al., 1995; Hampton et al., 1996], a
molecular nitrogen group with red emissions brightest
between 700-1000 nm. In 1996, spectral observations
increased the red range of observations to 1000 nm and
attempted to improve the characterization of blue emis-
sions [Heavner et al., 1996]. The observed N2(1PG)
emission are due to molecular nitrogen electronic tran-
sitions N2(B

3Πg→A3Σ+
u ), with a quenching altitude of

∼53 km (see Table 1). Table 1
One specific event, from July 24, 1996 at 03:58:23.975

required the inclusion of N+
2 (Meinel) emission to gen-

erate a reasonable synthetic spectral fit to the observed
spectrum [Morrill et al., 1998; Bucsela et al., 1999]. The
observed spectrum and synthetic spectral fit appear in
upper panel of Figure 2. The resulting relative vibra- Figure 2
tional distribution for the N2(B

3Πg) and N+
2 (A

2Πu)
states are presented in the lower panel of Figure 2. This
observation is interesting since the horizontal slit of the
spectrograph was measuring sprite emissions from an
altitude of 57 km, well below the quenching altitude
of N+

2 (Meinel) (85-90 km). As discussed by Morrill
et al. [1998] and Bucsela et al. [1999], the presence of
N+

2 (Meinel) emission may be due, in part, to energy
transfer processes beyond simple quenching. The pos-
sible presence of N+

2 (Meinel) emission in the spectra
of Mende et al. [1995] and Hampton et al. [1996] was
also discussed by Green et al. [1996]. The N+

2 (Meinel)
emission requires at least 16.5 eV to excite the lowest
vibration level of the upper state, indicative of higher
energetic processes than N2(1PG) emission (requiring
only 7.5 eV to excite). Additionally, this event had
the strongest signature of blue emissions (as observed
using the blue filtered imager, see Figure 2 of Suszcyn-
sky et al. [1998]). Blue emissions, whether N2(2PG)
or N+

2 (1NG), are indicative of a higher energy process
than the red N2(1PG) emissions.

Several molecular nitrogen electronic transitions are
summarized in Table 1. The upper and lower elec-
tronic states are listed in this table of the emissions.
The quenching altitude is the altitude at which 50% of
the population of upper electronic state is collisionally
deactivated before it undergoes radiative decay [Val-
lance Jones, 1974]. The threshold energy in the table
is the energy between the lowest vibrational level of
the upper state and the lowest vibrational level of the
ground state of N2, although the peak in the electron
impact excitation cross-section occurs at slightly higher
energy [Vallance Jones, 1974].

A series of recent photometric studies have examined
time-resolved blue/NUV emissions. In 1995, Armstrong
et al. [1998] used a filter centered at 431.7 nm with a
FWHM (full width, half maximum) of 10.6 nm. In 1996,
a second filter centered at 399.2 nm with a FWHM of
9.6 nm was used in conjunction with the 431.7 nm fil-
ter. Both of these filters include both N+

2 (1NG) and
N2(2PG) emissions in their bandpass, making definitive
observations regarding ionized emissions from sprites
difficult. However, the ratio of the two filtered photome-
ters is able to discriminate between lightning, sprites,
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and elves. The 399.2/431.7 ratio for lightning is 1, in
agreement with the expected continuum radiation. For
sprites, the 399.2/431.7 ratio is ∼2 while elves alone
(based on a lower number of observations) give a mea-
sured 399.2/431.7 ratio of ∼3. The temporal evolution
of the ratio of the two filters suggests an initial pro-
cess with an electron temperature equivalent to ∼10 eV
(for less than 1 ms) followed by a longer lasting ∼1 eV
process. Similar observations were made by Suszcyn-
sky et al. [1998] who used a 20 nm wide filter cen-
tered on 425 nm with a photometer to observe the
427.8 nm N+

2 (1NG)(0,1) emission. However, the filter
bandpass also included the lower energy N2(2PG)(1,5)
emission at 426.8 nm as well as several other less in-
tense N2(2PG) emissions which may have contributed
to a portion of the observed signal. A blue filtered cam-
era (response centered at 410 nm with a passband be-
tween 350-475 nm) was used in conjunction with the
photometer. The important point to note here is that
both of these studies indicate the presence of N+

2 emis-
sions during the initial portion of the sprite.

The EXL98 campaign used an aircraft to get above
the most dense portion of the atmosphere, in order
to characterize the blue emissions of sprites. This in-
volved both broad and narrow band video observation
as well as NUV/blue spectral observations. The bright-
est N+

2 (1NG) emission is at 391.4 nm (1NG, (0,0) band),
but instrumental response, atmospheric transmission,
and the close 389.4 nm and 394.3 nm N2(2PG) emis-
sions made the second brightest N+

2 (1NG) emission at
427.8 nm (1NG, (0,1) band) the target for filtered imag-
ing during EXL98. Knowledge of possible contamina-
tion by neutral N2 emission (2PG) through the filter at
426.8 nm is critical in both the filter selection and data
analysis. This is especially important for observations
at the edge of the image due to the shift of the filter
response toward the blue with increased angle.

The first NUV/blue spectral observations of sprites
were recorded during the mission [Heavner et al., 2000].
The primary blue N2 emissions identified in the ob-
served spectra is the N2(2PG) neutral emission from
the N2(C

3Πu→B3Πg) transition. N+
2 (1NG) emission

from the N+
2 (B

2Σ+
u→X2Σ+

g ) transition appears but is
weak in these spectra. An example of the blue spectral
observations from a sprite observed at July 28, 1998
06:41:01.278 is presented in Figure 3. The upper panelFigure 3
is from a panchromatic imager with a 13.7◦ x 10.0◦ field
of view. The black box indicates the NUV spectrograph
field of view defined by the spectrograph entrance slit.
The lower panel is the observations from the NUV spec-
trograph. The observed spectrum is plotted with a solid

line, and a synthetic fit to the spectrum including both
N2(2PG) and N+

2 (1NG) is overplotted (see Bucsela and
Sharp [1997] for a discussion of the fitting technique).
The higher energy component (N+

2 (1NG)) of the syn-
thetic fit is plotted as a separate curve. The observed
blue spectrum is from the “body” of the sprite, while
both color and filtered images of sprites show the ma-
jority of blue light is from the lower portions [Sentman
et al., 1995b]. There is no signal from the sprite in
the 427.8 nm imager in the sprite body, in agreement
with the observed spectrum. The sprite occurred at a
great circle distance of 329 km from the EXL98 aircraft
(flying at ∼14 km altitude).

In contrast to the lack of any blue ionized nitrogen
signature in the previous example, a second EXL98 ob-
servation, from July 24, 1998 04:57:43 is presented in
Figure 4 [Heavner et al., 1998]. The upper panel of Figure 4
Figure 4 is an image of the sprite from the wide field-
of-view (FOV) camera, with the white square indicat-
ing the FOV of the narrow field camera. The lower
right panel is the cropped image from the 427.8 nm fil-
tered and the lower left panel is from an identical cam-
era which was not filtered. The 427.8 nm image has
been processed with histogram equalization, a method
of stretching the dynamic range of the image. The ob-
servations of the sprite in the 427.8 nm filtered imager
indicates a higher energy process occurring in the ten-
drils (18.6 eV electrons are required to excite the lowest
N+

2 (1NG) state from the N2 ground state). The post
flight calibration of the EXL98 filtered cameras is cur-
rently underway. Once complete these results will pro-
vide improved estimates of electron energies occurring
in the various portions of sprites.

3.2. Energetics of Sprites–Models

Three types of models have been proposed to de-
scribe sprites using the quasi-electrostatic heating and
runaway electron mechanisms (see Rowland [1998] for
a review of models). These models take a tropospheric
lightning discharge as the initial energy source and pro-
pose mechanisms for the propagation of this energy to
the electron impact excitation of middle- and upper-
atmospheric molecular nitrogen, resulting in the ob-
served optical emissions. The quasi-electrostatic heat-
ing model and the EMP-induced breakdown model de-
scribe the heating of ambient thermal electrons through
electric fields while the runaway electron model pro-
poses the energization of neutrals directly by high en-
ergy electrons. In these models, heated/accelerated
electrons collisionally transfer energy to the neutrals to
produce optical emissions, ionization and possible long-
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term (hour time scale) heating of the upper atmospheric
neutrals [Picard et al., 1997].

The quasi-electrostatic heating model [Pasko et al.,
1997] postulates electric fields which are a result of the
sudden reconfiguration of thunderstorm charge due to
the removal of charge by a lightning discharge. A large
positive cloud to ground flash removes positive charge
from the upper charge center (e.g. 300 C removed from
10 km altitude) which produces a large change in the
electric field (greater than 100 V/m at 70 km altitude).
The field persists for approximately the local relaxation
time (milliseconds at 85 km altitude, but seconds at
45 km altitude). The strength of the field is determined
by charge moment (Q×L) of the lightning flash. In or-
der to test the model, experimental determination of
charge moment from ELF/VLF (10 Hz - 30 kHz) mea-
surements has been developed [Cummer et al., 1998].
Similar to the quasi-electrostatic model is the EMP in-
duced breakdown model which includes the addition of
an upward propagating EMP associated with a large
lightning stroke that can produce breakdown at alti-
tudes above 60 km [Taranenko et al., 1993a, b; Inan
et al., 1996a; Fernsler and Rowland, 1996; Rowland
et al., 1995, 1996; Milikh et al., 1995].

The runaway electron model postulates a high energy
seed electron (possibly a cosmic ray secondary) acceler-
ated by the electric field above a thunderstorm [Roussel-
Dupré et al., 1998; Taranenko and Roussel-Dupré, 1996;
Lehtinen et al., 1996]. If the seed electron has enough
kinetic energy, a collision between the seed electron and
a low energy (ambient) electron can result in two rela-
tivistic electrons. This process is predicted to produce
a beam of avalanching runaway electrons. Optical emis-
sions produced from this mechanism would have a much
higher characteristic energy than the quasi-electrostatic
heating model predicts.

3.3. Energetics of Blue Jets/Starters

Blue jets and starters are upward propagating cones
of blue emissions. At the altitudes of blue jets (be-
low ∼40 km), the N2(1PG) upper state (N2(B

3Πg))
is strongly quenched (e.g. the upper state is collision-
ally deactivated more rapidly than decay by sponta-
neous emission), so no red N2(1PG) emission is ob-
served in blue jets. The blue light is affected strongly
by Rayleigh scattering at long path lengths, while the
close proximity to the storm required for short path
lengths (∼150 km) make blue jet/starter observations
a geometrical problem: the blue jets and starters occur
over the active cores of storms, so large storm systems
may have intervening clouds blocking viewing of blue

jets/starters. For these reasons, the dearth of ground
based observations of blue jets may not be truly indica-
tive of their frequency of occurrence.

The blue emissions in jets are most likely either from
N2(2PG) or N+

2 (1NG) emissions. Analysis of color
camera observations of blue jets found emissions from
the lower energy N2(2PG) alone could not sufficiently
account for the observations [Wescott et al., 1998b],
so N+

2 (1NG) emission were suggested. No blue jets
or starters were observed with the NUV/Blue spec-
trograph on EXL98, but several starters were clearly
recorded by the 427.8 nm imager. Blue starters are
similar to blue jets, propagating from cloud tops, but
terminate abruptly after less than 10 km of upward
travel. A blue starter observed July 17, 1998 during the
EXL98 campaign is presented in Figure 5 [Deehr et al., Figure 5
1998]. The left panel is a view of the 340.7 nm (a neutral
N2(2PG) emission) filtered observation. The right panel
is the unfiltered narrow imager, and the center panel is
the 427.8 nm filtered image. The starter is bright in the
427.8 nm filtered camera. This confirms the suggestion
of ionized emissions in starters (and likely blue jets as
well). Blue jets possibly have the signature of higher to-
tal energy processes than either sprites or elves because
of the ionized emissions, and blue jets last 10-100 times
longer than other phenomena. Wescott et al. [1998a]
estimate that the average blue jet or starter transfers
about 109 J of energy to the stratosphere.

In addition to blue emission, jets have been observed
in the near-IR during EXL98. These emissions are
most likely some combinations of N2(1PG) and N+

2 (M).
Considering the quenching heights in Table 1 N2(1PG)
and N+

2 (Meinel) emission should be strongly quenched.
However, energy transfer processes may enhance the
population of the lower vibrational level of the N2(1PG)
and N+

2 (Meinel) upper electronic states. Another pos-
sibility would be emission from atomic species (O and
N) as is observed in lightning. The existence of atomic
emissions would indicate a much more energetic process
than is thought to occur in sprites and elves. This issue
will best be resolved by spectroscopic observations of
blue jets and starters.

Two models based on streamer-type phenomena have
been proposed to explain blue jets [Pasko et al., 1996;
Sukhorukov et al., 1996; Sukhorukov and Stubbe, 1998;
Yukhimuk et al., 1998]. Based on modeling efforts, a
single jet has been postulated to cause local density
perturbations of nitric oxide (10%) and ozone (0.5%)
at 30 km altitude [Mishin, 1997]. As mentioned above,
if the processes leading to blue jets and sprites are en-
ergetic enough to create atomic species of N and O, the
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implications for other chemical effects is significantly
increased.

3.4. Energetics of Elves

Elves have been described by models as heating from
the EMP from tropospheric lightning [Inan et al., 1997;
Pasko et al., 1998]. The optical emissions of elves have
been identified as originating from N2(1PG) [Heavner,
2000]. The short duration of elves suggests that indi-
vidual elves are less important energetically than sprites
or jets. However, elves (optical emissions) may repre-
sent only the high energy component of the effect of
lightning discharges transferring energy to the middle
atmosphere. Lower energy lightning discharges may
not cause optical emissions, but the majority of tro-
pospheric lightning discharges can still cause neutral
heating in the middle and upper atmosphere but do
not stimulate optical emissions. Before the documen-
tation of elves, the neutral heating of the upper at-
mosphere by lightning was proposed as a mechanism
for creating a long-term (hour time scale) infrared glow
above thunderstorms [Inan et al., 1991; Picard et al.,
1997]. The mechanism described the vibrational exci-
tation of ground state N2 by electron impact followed
by energy transfer via N2(X

1Σ+
g )(v>0)→CO2. Because

elves are observed to occur above both positive and neg-
ative CG’s they may occur more frequently than sprites.

4. Global Frequency

The majority of sprite observations have been made
during the northern hemisphere summers and with large
thunderstorms over the midwestern high plains of North
America. Few observations from a platform which has
a global view have been made – a total of 19 sprites
have been identified in the video observations from the
U.S. space shuttle [Boeck et al., 1998]. The distinct sig-
nature of a sprite has not been reported in any satellite
observations.

In February-March 1995, an aircraft campaign to ex-
plore the global distribution of sprites was based in
Lima, Peru [Sentman et al., 1995a; Heavner et al., 1995].
Although Amazonia is one of the most active lightning
regions of the world only ∼20 sprites were observed dur-
ing a two week period. Similar aircraft campaigns over
the central United States observed hundreds of events.
The observed low activity level is likely due in part to
logistical and observational challenges of the particular
observations: a border war between Peru and Ecuador
was being fought during the campaign, and a system
such as the U.S. National Lightning Detection network

was not available to identify regions of strong positive
lightning activity. The NLDN data greatly improves
the identification of likely sprite producing regions of
storms. Effects of the nearly horizontal magnetic field
of the Earth near the equator is another possible factor
for the apparent low frequency of sprite observations
in low latitude regions. Theorists postulating a run-
away electron beam associated with sprites and blue
jets generally agree that a horizontally aligned Earth’s
magnetic field will deacrease the formation of the run-
away electron beams [Lehtinen et al., 1997; Gurevich
et al., 1996; Taranenko and Roussel-Dupré, 1997]. The
proposed QE heating models do not generally address
any dependence on the orientation of the local Earth’s
magnetic field.

Research has also been underway in Australia dur-
ing southern hemisphere summers since 1997 [Hard-
man et al., 1998] and recently observations of sprites
occurring above Japanese winter thunderstorms have
been made [Fukunishi et al., 1999]. Intensified cam-
eras aboard the space shuttle have observed at least one
sprite above thunderstorms in Africa, as well as several
above South America [Boeck et al., 1998].

In order to approach the questions of global rates and
distributions of sprites, elves, and blue jets, more ob-
servations are required. The identification of a global
synoptic detection method of these events would en-
hance such measurements. Attempting to estimate the
global occurrence of sprites is an elusive problem. The
latest estimate of the global cloud to ground lightning
flash rate of between 10s−1 and 14s−1 [Mackerras et al.,
1998]. Positive flashes are less than 10% of the total
lightning flashes, and not every positive flash produces
an optically detectable sprite. Therefore a preliminary
upper limit for the global occurrence of sprites is esti-
mated at 1 per second. However, this is based on the
assumption that the global sprite distribution is similar
to global lightning distribution. While current observa-
tions are biased geographically, lightning and sprites do
not appear to necessarily have the same spatial distribu-
tion. Blue jets are rarely recorded by ground based ob-
servers and even aircraft campaigns record many more
sprites than blue jets/starters. However, the dearth of
jet observations may be partially explained by Rayleigh
scattering and observational difficulties described ear-
lier. The long duration of blue jets and the observation
of strong N+

2 (1NG) emissions indicate that blue jets
may be an important energetic process in the strato-
sphere. Elves are associated with both positive and
negative cloud-to-ground lightning, so the global elves
occurrence rate is probably higher than the global sprite
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rate.

5. Summary

In the past decade, several types of optical emissions
occurring above thunderstorms have been identified.
The emissions span the middle- and upper-atmosphere
between thunderstorm tops and ∼95 km. Spectroscopic
and filtered observations of sprites and blue jets have
been presented and discussed. The observed nitrogen
emissions indicate electrons with energies of at least
18.6 eV are required to describe some of the observed
emissions. A 1 eV Boltzmann electron distribution
(modified with a high energy tail component) matches
the observations and is physically realistic. Based on
observations of the total optical energy emitted by a
sprite, we estimate the total energy depositied into ac-
tive molecular nitrogen (both vibrational and electronic
state energy) to range from 250 MJ to 1 GJ. Recent ob-
servations from EXL98 under current analysis will help
clarify and confirm these values. The preliminary es-
timate on global occurrence rates of sprites, blue jets,
and elves, is on the order of 1 per second.
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Table 1. Several neutral and ionized N2 emissions observed in sprites, blue jets, and elves, as well as the aurora.
The first observations of sprites showed only N2(1PG) emission, which requires the lowest threshold energy of the
N2 states that emit optically. The threshold energies reported are based on filling the lowest vibration energy

level of the electronic state. This table is based on Table 4.7 of Vallance Jones [1974].

Name Upper State Lower State Lifetime Quench Alt. Energy

N2(1PG) N2(B
3Πg) N2(A

3Σ+
u ) 6 µs 53 km 7.50 eV

N2(2PG) N2(C
3Πu) N2(B

3Πg) 50 ns 30 km 11.18 eV
N+

2 (1NG) N+
2 (B

2Σ+
u ) N+

2 (X
2Σ+

g ) 70 ns 48 km 18.56 eV
N+

2 (M) N+
2 (A

2Πu) N+
2 (X

2Σ+
g ) 14 µs 85-90 km 16.54 eV

N2(VK) N2(A
3Σ+

u ) N2(X
1Σ+

g ) 2 s 145 km 6.31 eV
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Figure 1. The three types of transient optical events above thunderstorms recorded in the past decade are
summarized. Sprites are brief emissions occurring between approximately 40-95 km, associated with large positive
cloud-to-ground lightning discharges. Blue jets are cones of light which propagate upward from the top of the
electrically active convection core of thunderstorms at an average velocity of 112 km/s to a terminal altitude of
∼37 km. Elves occur over both positive and negative CG’s at the base of the ionosphere and expand radially to
horizontal diameters as large as ∼500 km and vertical widths of several km.
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Figure 2. Sprite spectrum of the 1996/07/24 03:58:24 event with a least-squares fit consisting of both N2(1PG)
and N2(Meinel) synthetic spectra. The higher energy N2(Meinel) component is shown separately as a dotted line.
The vibration distributions determined in the fit are shown in the lower panel. This plot is reproduced from figure 2
of Morrill et al. [1998].
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Figure 3. The 1998/07/28 06:41:01 sprite as imaged by an unfiltered camera on the EXL98 aircraft is presented
in the upper panel. The black box indicates the field of view of the NUV/Blue spectrograph. The solid line in
the lower panel is the observed spectrum. A synthetic fit of the spectrum including both N2(2PG) and N+

2 (1NG)
emissions is shown as a dashed line, while just the N+

2 (1NG) contribution to the fit is indicated as a dotted line.
This blue spectral observation of a sprite has no ionized emissions above the noise levels of the observation. A
427.8 nm filtered imager recorded no emissions from the sprite, in agreement with the spectral observations. The
wavelength of the band head of emissions and the upper and lower vibration levels of the N+

2 (1NG) and N2(2PG)
transitions are indicated.
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Figure 4. The 1998/07/22 04:57:43 sprite, at a great circle distance of ∼200 km, as seen by three cameras on
the EXL98 aircraft is presented [Besser et al., 1998]. The upper panel is the unfiltered wide field of view (∼40◦)
camera, illustrating the entire sprite event with a white box indicating the approximate field of view of the other
cameras. The lower left image is the cropped image from the unfiltered narrow field of view camera and the lower
right image is from the 427.8 nm filtered imager. Significant N+

2 (1NG) emission is observed at 427.8 nm indicating
energetic processes occurring in the tendrils of sprites. Unfortunately, on July 22, the NUV camera (which recorded
the blue spectrum in Figure 3) was not operating in spectrographic mode.

Figure 5. Observations of the July 17, 1998 starter from the EXL98 aircraft [Deehr et al., 1998]. The left image is
from the 340.7 nm filtered imager. The 427.8 nm filtered image is the center image and the right image is from the
unfiltered imager. The 340.7 nm and 427.8 nm images have been histogram equalized to stretch the dynamic range
of the images. The 427.8 nm and unfiltered images are identical cameras with the same field of view, while the
340.7 nm image is from a camera with a different field of view. The emission at 427.8 nm from N+

2 (1NG) indicates
that electron energies of at least 18.6 eV are present in the processes causing blue starters.


